ABILITY TO LISTEN TO PEOPLE."

TRENDSETTING. I PREFER TO CALL IT THE

THEY WANT IT. YOU CAN CALL IT

THEY WANT ALMOST BEFORE THEY KNOW

MELMAN OF LETTUCE'S SUCCESS, "WE'VE

RUN RESTAURANTS WELL," SAYS MELMAN,

AND FEELS TERRIBLE RESPONSIBILITY

CAN BE. HE PLACES ENORMOUS VALUE

MELMAN'S GUIDING PHILOSOPHY IS THAT

AIRPORTS AROUND THE COUNTRY AND

LETUCE CONCEPTS AND CUISINE CAN

ITALIAN CUISINE, FROM SUSHI TO SPANISH

COMPANY GROWED AND MELMAN'S STYLE

COUNTRY IN THE EARLY 1970'S.

ENTERTAINMENT THAT SOUNDED THE

IT WAS ON JUNE 10, 1971 AND SOON BECAME

A VARIETY OF TASTES AND INCLUDED

EXPERIENCE, A ZUNA SINGLE'S BEST

A SUCCESSFUL REALTOR, ORZOFF

IDEAS WITH THE BUSINESS ACUEN OF

LETTUCE WAS FOUNDED AS A RESULT OF

MARYLAND, WASHINGTON D.C.,

100 ESTABLISHMENTS IN ILLINOIS,

RESTAURANT ORGANIZATIONS IN THE

ABOUT US

• L. WOODS ® TAP & PINE LODGE

• OZZIE'S POPS & PRETZELS

•  LETTUCE AT NAVY PIER,

•  LETTUCE AT NAVY PIER,

•  PRIME STEAK & STONE CRAB ®

•  JOE'S SEAFOOD,

• HUB 51 ®

• EVEREST ®

• CRAB CELLAR

• THE DALCY - EVENT SPACE

• DANCE STUDIO VOL. 1

• DI PESCARA

• EMA

• EVEREST

• FOODEASE

• FOODLIFE

• HUB 51

• IL PORCELLINO

• JOE'S LIVE

• JOE'S SEAFOOD, PRIME STEAK & STONE CRAB

• LETTUCE AT NAVY PIER, BIG BOWL CHINESE EXPRESS

• LETTUCE AT NAVY PIER, BIG CITY CHICKEN

• LETTUCE AT NAVY PIER, FRANKIE'S BY THE SLICE

• LETTUCE AT NAVY PIER, OZZIE'S POPS & PRETZELS

• L. WOODS' TAP & PINE LODGE

• MAGGIANO'S LITTLE ITALY

• M. BURGER

• MITY NICE BAR & GRILL

• MON AMI GABI

• NATIONAL 27

• OSTERIA VIA STATO

• PETTERINO'S

• PIZZERIA PORTOFINO

• PIZZERIA VIA STATO

• QUALITY CRAB & OYSTER BAH

• RAMEN-SAN

• RAMEN-SAN DELUXE

• RAMEN-SAN WHISKY BAR

• R.J. GRUNTS

• ROTISSERIE EMA

• RPM EVENTS

• RPM ITALIAN

• SARANELLO'S

• SUMMER HOUSE SANTA MONICA

• THE BAMBOO ROOM

• TOKIO ASIAN FUSION

• WILDFIRE

• WILD FIRE

• WOW BAO

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

• STELLA BARRA PIZZERIA & WINE BAR

LAS VEGAS, NV

• EFFEL TOWER

• EL SEGUNDO SOL

• JOE'S SEAFOOD, PRIME STEAK & STONE CRAB

• MON AMI GABI

• STRIPBURGER & CHICKEN

TWIN CITIES AREA, MN

• BIG BOWL

• JOE'S SEAFOOD, PRIME STEAK & STONE CRAB

• MON AMI GABI

• WILDFIRE

WASHINGTON DC METRO AREA

• BIG BOWL

• COMMUNITY CAANTEE

• JOE'S SEAFOOD, PRIME STEAK & STONE CRAB

• MON AMI GABI

• WILDFIRE

CHICAGOLAND AREA

• ABA

• ANTOC POSTO

• BAR RAMONE™

• BEATRIX™

• BEATRIX MARKET™

• BIG BOWL

• BUB CITY®

• CAFE BA-BA-REEBA!

• CRAB CELLAR

• THE DALCY - EVENT SPACE

• DANCE STUDIO VOL. 1

• DI PESCARA

• EMA

• EVEREST

• FOODEASE

• FOODLIFE

• HUB 51

• IL PORCELLINO

• JOE'S LIVE

• JOE'S SEAFOOD, PRIME STEAK & STONE CRAB

• LETTUCE AT NAVY PIER, BIG BOWL CHINESE EXPRESS

• LETTUCE AT NAVY PIER, BIG CITY CHICKEN

• LETTUCE AT NAVY PIER, FRANKIE'S BY THE SLICE

• LETTUCE AT NAVY PIER, OZZIE'S POPS & PRETZELS

• L. WOODS' TAP & PINE LODGE

LETTUCE ENTERTAIN YOU RESTAURANTS